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ABSTRACT 54 
An important contribution to neural circuit oscillatory dynamics is the ongoing activation 55 
and inactivation of hyperpolarization-activated currents (Ih).  Network synchrony 56 
dynamics play an important role in the initial processing of odor signals by the main and 57 
accessory olfactory bulb (MOB and AOB, respectively).  In the mouse olfactory bulb, we 58 
show that Ih is present in granule cells (GCs), the most prominent inhibitory neuron in 59 
the olfactory bulb, and that Ih underlies subthreshold resonance in GCs.  In accord with 60 
the properties of Ih, the currents exhibited sensitivity to changes in extracellular K+ 61 
concentration and ZD7288, a blocker of Ih.  ZD7288 also caused GCs to hyperpolarize 62 
and increase their input resistance, suggesting that Ih is active at rest in GCs.  Inclusion 63 
of cAMP in the intracellular solution shifted the activation of Ih to less negative potentials 64 
in the MOB, but not the AOB, suggesting that channels with different subunit 65 
composition mediate Ih in these regions.  Furthermore, we show that mature GCs exhibit 66 
Ih-dependent subthreshold resonance in the theta frequency range (4-12 Hz). Another 67 
inhibitory subtype in the MOB, the periglomerular cells, exhibited Ih-dependent 68 
subthreshold resonance in the delta range (1-4 Hz), while principal neurons, the mitral 69 
cells, do not exhibit Ih-dependent subthreshold resonance. Importantly, Ih size, as well 70 
as the strength and frequency of resonance in GCs exhibited a postnatal developmental 71 
progression, suggesting that this development of Ih in GCs may differentially contribute 72 
to their integration of sensory input and contribution to oscillatory circuit dynamics.   73 
  74 
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 75 
The hyperpolarization-activated current (Ih) plays an essential role in neuronal function 76 
and network oscillatory dynamics throughout the nervous system.  Network synchrony 77 
dynamics are an important component of the initial processing of odor signals in the 78 
olfactory bulb (OB). Here we provide new evidence that granule cells (GCs), the major 79 
inhibitory subtype in the OB, exhibit an Ih-dependent subthreshold resonance in the 80 
theta frequency range (4-12 Hz).  Notably, Ih size and the strength of subthreshold 81 
resonance in GCs exhibited a postnatal developmental progression, suggesting that this 82 
development of Ih in GCs may differentially contribute to their integration of sensory 83 
input and contribution to oscillatory circuit dynamics.  84 
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INTRODUCTION 85 
 Hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide gated (HCN) channels play an 86 
essential role in neuronal function and network oscillatory dynamics, including control of 87 
membrane excitability and integration of synaptic inputs, the generation of membrane 88 
potential oscillations and subthreshold resonance of neurons (Fan et al., 2005; George, 89 
Abbott, & Siegelbaum, 2009; Hu, Vervaeke, Graham, & Storm, 2009; Magee, 1998; 90 
McCormick & Pape, 1990). Moreover, the voltage sensitivity and kinetic properties of 91 
the HCN mediated current (Ih), is dependent on the subunit composition of the channels 92 
(HCN1-4), which confers differing sensitivities to cyclic nucleotides, providing a rich 93 
heterogeneity to the contribution of these channels to network function (Kaupp & Seifert, 94 
2001; Wainger, DeGennaro, Santoro, Siegelbaum, & Tibbs, 2001). Thus, changes in 95 
intracellular cAMP concentration in response to neuronal metabolic state or to the action 96 
of neuromodulators can affect Ih and in turn alter membrane potential oscillations of 97 
pacemakers cells in the brain and in the heart (Pape & McCormick, 1989; Valsecchi, 98 
Ramos-Espiritu, Buck, Levin, & Manfredi, 2013). 99 
 In olfaction, initial processing of odor signals occurs through two parallel, albeit 100 
complementary, pathways in the olfactory bulb (OB). In general, the main olfactory bulb 101 
(MOB) receives input from the nasal epithelium and is largely tuned to environmental 102 
odors, whereas the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) receives input from the 103 
Vomeronasal organ and is largely responsible for the detection of semiochemicals 104 
(Keverne, 1999; Lledo, Gheusi, & Vincent, 2005; Shepherd, 1972). In the MOB network 105 
synchrony is a substrate to important aspects of olfactory coding such as sparsening 106 
and feature binding of odor representations (Binns & Brennan, 2005; Brody, 2003; 107 
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Osinski & Kay, 2016) and network synchrony may also play a role on pheromonal 108 
processing by the AOB (Binns & Brennan, 2005; Leszkowicz et al., 2012). This network 109 
synchrony arises from the activity of dendrodendritic synapses between a large number 110 
of intrinsic inhibitory neurons, including the granule and periglomerular cells (GCs and 111 
PGCs) and the output neurons, the mitral and tufted cells (MCs and TCs) (Gschwend et 112 
al., 2015; Kay, 2014; Lagier, Carleton, & Lledo, 2004; Lepousez & Lledo, 2013). In the 113 
MOB, network oscillations in the theta frequency (4-12 Hz), entrained by the respiratory 114 
cycle are in part mediated by periglomerular cells (PGCs) (Fukunaga, Herb, Kollo, 115 
Boyden, & Schaefer, 2014), while gamma oscillations (40-80 Hz), are mediated by GCs 116 
(Fukunaga et al., 2014; Kay, 2014; Lagier et al., 2004).   117 
 Surprisingly, despite the influence of inhibitory neurons in promoting network 118 
oscillations in the OB, the presence and contribution of Ih to GC excitability has not been 119 
addressed. Here, using whole-cell patch clamp recordings, we show that most GCs of 120 
the OB exhibit Ih. Targeted recording of postnatally labeled neurons indicated that the 121 
contribution of Ih to GC physiology increases throughout postnatal development, leveling 122 
between 4 and 6 weeks post-birth.  In the presence of ZD7288, an Ih blocker, GCs 123 
hyperpolarized and their input resistance increased, suggesting that at rest Ih 124 
contributes to the excitability and passive properties of GCs.  Importantly, mature MOB 125 
GCs and PGCs exhibited an Ih-dependent subthreshold resonance with resonant 126 
frequencies in the delta and theta range (1-12 Hz).  These results suggest that the 127 
expression of Ih and subthreshold resonance in inhibitory neurons may impart unique 128 
features to odor processing in the OB and facilitate oscillatory network activity in both 129 
the main olfactory and Vomeronasal systems.  130 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 131 
Animals: All experiments were conducted following the guidelines of the IACUC of the 132 
Author’s University. Experiments were performed on wild-type (C57/BL6) mice of either 133 
sex ranging in age from postnatal day 15 to 60 days old.  134 
Electroporation: To label postnatally born neurons with the green fluorescent protein 135 
(GFP), mice (P1-P4) were anesthetized by hypothermia and 2 μL (4 μg/μL) of pCAG-136 
GFP plasmid (Addgene) was injected into the lateral ventricle. Immediately after the 137 
injection, twizzer-type electrodes (BTX) were placed on the sides of the head for 138 
electroporation (5 x 100 V pulses of 50 ms) using an ECM830 Electro square pulser 139 
(BTX). Recordings of GCs were conducted at least one week post electroporation, and 140 
onwards, in cells identified by the expression of GFP under a fluorescent microscope. 141 
Slice Preparation: Experiments were performed in OB slices using methods previously 142 
described (Smith et al, 2015). Briefly, brain slices were prepared in an oxygenated ice-143 
cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing low Ca2+ (0.5 mM) and high Mg2+ 144 
(6 mM). Sagittal sections of the OB (250 µm) were then transferred to an incubation 145 
chamber containing normal ACSF (see below) and left to recuperate for at least 30 146 
minutes at 35°C until the recordings. In all experiments, unless otherwise stated, the 147 
extracellular solution is ACSF of the following composition (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26 148 
NaHCO3, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1 myo-inositol, 0.4 ascorbic acid, 149 
2 Na-pyruvate, and 15 glucose, continuously oxygenated (95% O2-5% CO2) to give a 150 
pH 7.4 and an osmolarity of 305 mOsm.  151 
 152 
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Electrophysiological Recordings: Neurons were visualized using an Olympus 153 
BX51W1 microscope and recorded using a dual EPC10 amplifier (HEKA, Union City, 154 
NY) in voltage and current clamp modes.  In a subset of the experiments, to visualize 155 
and confirm GCs identity and morphology, the fluorophore Alexa 594 (red) was included 156 
in the recording pipette solution (20 μM). Electrical stimulations and recordings were 157 
performed using the PatchMaster software. Experiments were performed at room 158 
temperature, or at 32 ± 2°C, using the TC-342B Automatic Temperature Controller 159 
(Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) with a perfusion speed of 2-3 mL/min. Cells were 160 
patched using standard patch pipettes (4-8 MΩ resistance). The membrane potential 161 
was not corrected for junction potential. Although our experiments in whole cell 162 
recordings precluded an accurate measurement of Vm, right after rupturing the seal, the 163 
Vm in GCs of the MOB was –71.9 ± 1.5 mV (n = 26) and –64.4 ± 1.5 mV (n = 5) in the 164 
AOB. These measurements are in agreement with previous studies indicating that GCs 165 
maintain a hyperpolarized Vm in the slice preparation (Cang & Isaacson, 2003; Egger, 166 
Svoboda, & Mainen, 2005). Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, voltage and current-167 
clamp experiments in GCs were conducted at –60 or –70 mV.  168 
Solutions and pharmacological agents: In whole-cell recordings the internal solution 169 
had the following composition (in mM): 120 K-gluconate, 10 Na-Gluconate, 4 NaCl, 10 170 
HEPES-K, 10 Na phosphocreatine, 2 Na-ATP, 4 Mg-ATP, and 0.3 GTP adjusted to pH 171 
7.3 with KOH. This internal solution, which contains Na, was used in order to compare 172 
the physiology of GCs with previous work published from our lab (Smith et al., 2015). In 173 
some experiments, 0.5 mM cAMP was added to the internal solution. The osmolarity of 174 
the internal solutions was adjusted to 290–305 mOsm. For experiments using high 175 
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extracellular K+, the ACSF contained 25 mM KCl and 102.5 mM NaCl. Drugs were 176 
prepared freshly from stocks and diluted into the external solution; ZD7288 (4-177 
Ethylphenylamino-1,2-dimethyl-6-methylaminopyrimidin chloride) was purchased from 178 
Tocris Cookson (UK) and it was applied at 30 μM.  179 
Data Analysis: All electrophysiological recordings were analyzed in MATLAB 180 
(Mathworks). In order to isolate Ih, leak currents were subtracted from the voltage-181 
current relationships using multiples of a small voltage step (–60 to –65 mV) elicited at 182 
the end of each voltage clamp trace. Recorded GCs exhibited heterogeneity in 183 
physiological properties, such as input resistance and capacitance, presumably due to 184 
the presence of a heterogeneous population that included mature and immature cells. 185 
To compensate for these differences, in some instances (i.e. high K+ or ZD288) Ih was 186 
normalized to the current elicited by a voltage step from –60 mV to –130 mV.  187 
 Voltage dependency was calculated by fitting the tail-current maximum values to 188 
a Boltzmann function of the following form (Dibattista, Mazzatenta, Grassi, Tirindelli, & 189 
Menini, 2008; Ludwig, Zong, Jeglitsch, Hofmann, & Biel, 1998). 190 
I = Imax/{1 + exp[(V-Vhalf)/ks]} 191 
 Where Imax is the maximal current, V is the prepulse potential, Vhalf is the half 192 
activation potential of the current, and ks is the slope factor. The current (I) values were 193 
measured as the peak current obtained with a step to –130 mV from the prepulse 194 
potential (Fig 2A inset), and were then normalized to the fitted Imax value for each cell. 195 
The activation time constant (τ) for Ih was determined by fitting a single exponential 196 
function to the raw voltage trace when stepping from –60 mV to –130 mV. 197 
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 The sag potential was calculated from the voltage deflection elicited by a 198 
negative current pulse and corresponds to the difference between the peak minimum 199 
voltage and the membrane potential (Vm) upon reaching a steady state (after 1 s). The 200 
change in membrane potential  (ΔV) in response to ZD7288 was measured as the 201 
difference between the baseline Vm (before the drug) and at the Vm at peak of the 202 
response, which under our perfusion speed occurred within ~ 6-10 min.  Subthreshold 203 
resonance was measured using a standard impedance amplitude protocol (ZAP), in 204 
which a stimulus of sinusoidal current of constant amplitude and exponentially 205 
increasing frequency (0.2 to 20 Hz) is injected into the cell. The ZAP protocol was 206 
obtained at different negative potentials (–60 mV to –100 mV), which are 207 
correspondingly indicated throughout the text.  The impedance profile was calculated as 208 
the magnitude of the ratio of the fast Fourier transforms of the voltage response and 209 
current input (Gutfreund, Yarom, & Segev, 1995; Hutcheon & Yarom, 2000; Vera, 210 
Pezzoli, Pereira, Bacigalupo, & Sanhueza, 2014). The exponential ZAP protocol we 211 
employed works best on cells with lower resonant frequencies; therefore we also 212 
confirmed our findings in mature cells using a linear ZAP protocol (Hu, Vervaeke, & 213 
Storm, 2002; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007) allowing us to better sample higher 214 
frequencies (data not shown).  215 
Z(f) = |FFT[V(t)]/FFT[I(t)]| 216 
 The impedance profile is smoothed and the resonant frequency (fres) is the 217 
frequency at which the maximal impedance value occurs.  If the peak value is not clear, 218 
the impedance profile is fit with a quadratic function to provide an estimate. The strength 219 
of resonance (Q factor) is calculated as the ratio between the maximal impedance 220 
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(|Z(fres)|) and the lowest frequency impedance values (|Z(flow)|; 0.5 Hz).  The cell is 221 
considered resonant if fres > flow and Q > 1. Statistical significance was determined by a 222 
student’s t-test, Mann-Whitney U test, one-way ANOVA, logistic regression, or linear 223 
regression. 224 225 
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RESULTS 226 
Ih is present in GCs of the AOB and MOB  227 
  We conducted whole-cell patch clamp recordings in GCs of the MOB and AOB.  228 
In both regions GCs are located in easily identified layers and exhibit characteristic 229 
morphology, including the presence of basal dendrites and a single apical dendrite, 230 
which bifurcates into several branches, populated by prominent dendritic spines (Fig 231 
1A) (Larriva sahd & Larriva-Sahd, 2008; Price & Powell, 1970). In voltage clamp (Fig 232 
1B), hyperpolarizing steps from –60 mV to –130 mV revealed a slowly developing 233 
inward current, with characteristics of Ih, that occurred in the majority of GCs; ~96% in 234 
the AOB (80/83) and ~90% in the MOB (106/118).  In agreement with the properties of 235 
Ih, the peak amplitude of the inward current was enhanced ~3-fold by increasing the 236 
external K+ concentration from 2.5 mM to 25 mM (Fig 1C). Thus, the normalized mean 237 
currents in high K+ were 3.7 ± 0.9 (n = 5, Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.01) in the AOB 238 
and 3.5 ± 1.1 in the MOB (n = 4, Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.01).  Importantly, in the 239 
presence of the selective Ih blocker, ZD7288 (30 μM, see methods), the inward current 240 
was reduced by over 60% (Fig 1C). The normalized mean current in the presence of 241 
ZD7288 was 0.4 ± 0.1 in the AOB (n = 4, Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.03) and 0.36 ± 242 
0.16 in the MOB (n = 7, Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.001).  243 
 Different subunit composition in the tetrameric HCN channels confers distinct 244 
cyclic nucleotide sensitivity to Ih, which in turn influences the voltage sensitivity and 245 
kinetics of the channels (Benarroch, 2013; Craven & Zagotta, 2006). Therefore, we 246 
compared the properties of Ih by recording GCs with and without cAMP (0.5 mM) in the 247 
internal solution, determining the kinetics of Ih activation and maximal current elicited in 248 
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voltage clamp (Fig 2A). Analysis of the voltage dependency using a Boltzmann fit (see 249 
methods) and the kinetics of activation of Ih revealed significant differences between 250 
GCs in the AOB and MOB. In the absence of cAMP, activation of Ih occurred at more 251 
positive potentials in the AOB than in the MOB; Vhalf of activation of Ih in AOB was –94.8 252 
± 4 mV (n = 15) while in the MOB Vhalf was –103 ± 6 mV (n = 10) (AOB vs. MOB, 253 
Student’s t-test, p < 0.03). Furthermore, in the absence of cAMP the activation of Ih was 254 
slower in the AOB than in the MOB (Fig 2B; τ = 123 ± 14 ms vs. τ = 58.8 ± 12.9 ms, 255 
respectively, Student’s t-test, p < 0.007). Interestingly, adding cAMP to the internal 256 
solution shifted Vhalf by ~10 mV in the MOB (–94 ± 5 mV, n = 11, Student’s t-test, p < 257 
0.04), while it produced no significant effect in the AOB (–94.5 ± 3 mV, n = 12, Student’s 258 
t-test, p > 0.4). In contrast, τ decreased by ~half in both regions (AOB, 55.3 ± 8.7 ms, 259 
Student’s t-test, p < 0.001; MOB, 30 ± 6.8 ms, Student’s t-test, p < 0.03). Together, 260 
these findings indicate that the sensitivity to cAMP is region specific and suggest that 261 
GCs may express HCN channels with different subunit composition in these regions.  262 
 The voltage-dependency of Ih in GCs suggests it could be active at resting 263 
membrane potential (Vm, see methods).  In agreement with this possibility, in current 264 
clamp experiments bath perfusion of ZD7288 invariably produced a hyperpolarization in 265 
GCs (Fig 3). Blocking Ih reduced the membrane potential by 6 ± 1.3 mV in the AOB 266 
(orange, n = 6, student’s t-test, p < 0.005) and by 8.8 ± 3.7 mV in the MOB (blue, n = 5, 267 
Student’s t-test, p < 0.04). This effect of ZD7288 was still present in the presence of 268 
blockers of fast synaptic transmission (APV, 100 μM; CNQX, 10 μM; and Gabazine, 10 269 
μM), suggesting a direct effect on GCs. Application of ZD7288 reduced the membrane 270 
potential by 3.7 ± 1 mV in AOB GCs (n = 4, Student’s t-test, p < .007) and 6.9 ± 3.3 mV 271 
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in MOB GCs (n = 4, Student’s t-test, p < .05).  In addition, ZD7288 produced a 272 
significant increase in GCs input resistance (Ri) in both regions (Fig 3, AOB; 1.04 ± 0.20 273 
vs. 1.27 ± 0.19 GΩ; Student’s t-test, p < 0.01; MOB 1.24 ± 0.25 vs. 2.06 ± 0.28 GΩ; 274 
Student’s t-test, p < 0.05).  275 
GCs exhibit subthreshold resonance that depends on Ih 276 
 In other brain regions, Ih plays a critical role in generating subthreshold 277 
resonance of neurons, which in turn contributes to network oscillatory properties (Hu et 278 
al., 2002; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007; van Brederode & Berger, 2011; Vera et al., 279 
2014). Therefore, we examined subthreshold resonance in GCs that exhibited Ih, using 280 
a sinusoidal current stimulus of increasing frequency (ZAP stimulus, see methods) in 281 
animals older than P30. Surprisingly, we observed a significant heterogeneity in 282 
responses to the ZAP stimulus amongst GCs, with a mixed population of resonant and 283 
non-resonant cells (Fig 4A). The percentage of resonant cells in the AOB was ~71% 284 
(15/21), and ~52% (10/19) in the MOB. In addition, among all resonant cells (AOB plus 285 
MOB), the response to the ZAP stimulus revealed heterogeneity in the resonant 286 
frequency (fres), with cells distributed along the delta and theta range (data not shown). 287 
Importantly, this subthreshold resonance could affect the global excitability of GCs. 288 
Accordingly, when we adjusted the ZAP protocol to elicit action potentials in a subset of 289 
resonant MOB and AOB GCs, these action potentials occurred at a frequency within the 290 
range of fres for each cell, with 79% of the action potentials falling within ± 3 Hz relative 291 
to the cell’s resonant frequency (Fig 4B).  292 
 The heterogeneity of subthreshold resonance we observed prompted us to 293 
examined whether the size of Ih in GCs could contribute to these differences. Across the 294 
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total population of GC studied (AOB and MOB) resonant cells had larger Ih than non-295 
resonant cells, suggesting that Ih amplitude is a predictor of resonance (Fig 4C; 296 
resonant cells, Imax = –97.5 ± 10.3 pA, n= 25; non-resonant cells, Imax = –61 ± 13.0 pA, 297 
n= 15; logistic regression, p < 0.02). Similarly, Ih amplitude is predictive of resonance 298 
strength (Imax vs. Q, in a linear regression model, p < 0.02). In agreement with a larger 299 
Ih, Ri was significantly lower in resonant cells than in non-resonant cells (1.14 ± 0.01 GΩ 300 
vs. 1.61 ± 0.17 GΩ; logistic regression, p < 0.01). Notably, the subthreshold resonance 301 
was abolished in the presence of ZD7288, (Fig 4C); the strength of resonance or Q 302 
factor (see methods) was reduced from 1.12 ± 0.02 to 1.02 ± 0.01 in the presence of 303 
ZD7288 (n = 8, Student’s t-test, p < 0.0005). Together, these results suggest that Ih is a 304 
major contributor to the expression of subthreshold resonance in AOB and MOB GCs.  305 
 To further characterize subthreshold resonance in AOB and MOB GCs, we 306 
performed targeted recordings of postnatally labeled neurons (see methods). After 4 307 
weeks, GCs are fully integrated, with intermediate stages of development that exhibit 308 
characteristic physiological and morphological properties (Carleton, Petreanu, Lansford, 309 
Alvarez-Buylla, & Lledo, 2003; P.-M. Lledo, Alonso, & Grubb, 2006; Petreanu & Alvarez-310 
Buylla, 2002; Winner, Cooper-Kuhn, Aigner, Winkler, & Kuhn, 2002).  At this age (Fig 311 
5A), analysis of voltage dependency indicated that fres in the AOB did not vary with 312 
voltage (–70 mV, 3.47 ± 0.37 Hz; –90 mV, 3.24± 0.21 Hz; n=3; one-way ANOVA, p > 313 
0.6).  However, fres was larger at more negative potentials in the MOB (–70 mV, fres = 314 
1.09 ± 0.45 Hz; –90 mV, fres = 5.80± 0.60 Hz; n=5; one-way ANOVA, p < 0.001). Thus, 315 
at  –90 mV the average peak frequency in MOB GCs is significantly higher than in AOB 316 
GCs (Fig 5B; Student’s t-test, p < 0.03).  Furthermore, although the values did not reach 317 
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significance there was a tendency for the strength of resonance to increase at more 318 
negative potential in MOB GCs (Fig 5B. –70 mV, Q = 1.04 ± 0.03; –90 mV, Q = 1.10 ± 319 
0.02; n= 5; one-way ANOVA, p < 0.1), while we observed the opposite in the AOB (–70 320 
mV, Q = 1.20 ± 0.01; –90 mV, Q = 1.12± 0.04; n= 4; one-way ANOVA, p < 0.03).   321 
Developmentally timed expression of Ih and subthreshold resonance in GCs in the 322 
MOB 323 

GCs undergo a critical period and exhibit varied physiological properties over the 324 
course of development (Lepousez, Valley, & Lledo, 2013; P.-M. Lledo et al., 2006; 325 
Yamaguchi & Mori, 2005), therefore, we compared Ih and subthreshold resonance 326 
expression in GCs at two and 6 weeks post birth in the MOB. As shown in Fig 6A, we 327 
found that Ih-mediated sag amplitude in GCs significantly increased between 2 (n = 5) 328 
and 6 weeks (n = 5) post birth, (–1.9 ± 0.4 vs. –4.6 ± 0.7 mV, Student’s t-test, p < 329 
0.006). Similarly, the Ih amplitude nearly doubled between 2 and 6 weeks, albeit it was 330 
not significant within our sampled population of cells (–121.1 ± 31.1 pA vs. –215.9 ± 331 
37.0 pA, Student t-test, p < .09). Nevertheless, and in agreement with the 332 
developmental increase in Ih-mediated sag amplitude, resonance in GCs increased as a 333 
function of cell age (Fig 6B). Between 2 and 6 weeks, resonance strength increased 334 
from 1.05 ± 0.01 to 1.10 ± 0.01 (Student t-test, p < 0.02).  Interestingly, we also 335 
observed a developmental increase in fres. At 2 weeks, fres was 3.44 ± 0.98 Hz and at 6 336 
weeks, 7.32 ± 0.79 Hz (Student t-test, p < 0.02). Altogether, these results indicate that 337 
as GCs mature, their fres becomes tuned towards the physiological breathing rates of 338 
mice (1-12 Hz).  339 
Subthreshold resonance in other OB subtypes 340 
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 We next examined whether other neurons in the OB circuit exhibit subthreshold 341 
resonance. In particular, we examined another inhibitory neuron, the PGC, which 342 
contributes to network oscillations entrained by the respiratory cycle (Fukunaga et al., 343 
2014).  Therefore we examined the presence of subthreshold resonance in PGCs 344 
sampled from animals older than P30.  MOB PGCs exhibited a prominent Ih, with a sag 345 
potential of 5.2 ± 1.5 mV (n = 9). In recordings, conducted with cAMP in the pipette, the 346 
Vhalf for Ih in PGCs was more positive than in MOB GCs (Fig 7A; –82.6 ± 3.4 mV, n = 9; 347 
Student’s t-test, p < 0.03), while τ was significantly slower (81.1 ± 22.5, n = 9, Student’s 348 
t-test, p < 0.01), indicating differences in Ih between these inhibitory subtypes. 349 
Importantly, the majority of MOB PGCs (9/11) exhibited subthreshold resonance with a 350 
mean resonant frequency of 2.02 ± 0.16 Hz and a Q factor of 1.15 ± 0.03.  Moreover, 351 
application of ZD7288 completely abolished the subthreshold resonance (Fig 7A, n = 3), 352 
indicating that subthreshold resonance in PGCs, like in GCs, depends on the 353 
expression of Ih.  354 
 In addition, we examined subthreshold resonance in MOB MCs, which have 355 
been previously shown to have Ih, with its expression decreasing with age (Angelo & 356 
Margrie, 2011; Yu, Burton, Tripathy, & Urban, 2015). To this extent, we recorded from 357 
two age groups of MCs, young (P11; n = 8) and old (P35; n = 6). In both age groups, 358 
MCs exhibited Ih, and in agreement with previous work, Ih was more prominent in the 359 
younger group, with sag values of 8.9 ± 1.3 mV (young) vs. 5.0 ± 1.2 mV (old) (Fig 7B, 360 
Student’s t-test, p < 0.02). In these recordings, which we conducted with cAMP in the 361 
pipette, the Vhalf for Ih was –97 ± 2.8 mV and τ was 500 ± 84 ms at P11 (MC τ vs PGC τ, 362 
Student’s t-test, p < .0001). Intriguingly, despite the expression of Ih, none of the 363 
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recorded MCs, in either group, exhibited subthreshold resonance. Furthermore, while Ih 364 
has also been observed in AOB MCs (data not shown, and see Gorin et al., 2016), we 365 
did not observe subthreshold resonance in recorded AOB MCs (n = 5), nor in AOB 366 
PGCs (n = 4).  367 368 
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DISCUSSION 369 
 Throughout the brain, regulation of membrane excitability by Ih plays an 370 
important role in neuronal function and network dynamics (Benarroch, 2013; George et 371 
al., 2009; Luethi & McCormick, 1998; Narayanan & Johnston, 2007). Network 372 
synchrony dynamics are an important component of the initial processing of odor 373 
signals in the OB. GCs comprise the largest population of inhibitory neurons in the OB, 374 
where they integrate local and afferent top-down signals to convey inhibition to output 375 
neurons, the MCs.  Here, we show that Ih is present in GCs and that its expression 376 
follows the postnatal development of GCs, increasing with age. In addition, we show 377 
that GCs and MOB PGCs exhibit an Ih-dependent subthreshold resonance in the 1-12 378 
Hz frequency range. These results suggest that regulation of Ih can play a role on circuit 379 
dynamics in the OB entrained by respiration. 380 
 GCs are a heterogeneous group of neurons, and they exhibit distinct 381 
characteristics in the AOB and MOB, including synaptic properties and regulation by 382 
neuromodulatory transmitters (Burton & Urban, 2015; Castro, Hovis, & Urban, 2007; 383 
Smith et al., 2015; Zimnik, Treadway). Accordingly, we found that the voltage sensitivity 384 
of Ih was modulated by cAMP in the MOB but not in the AOB; nevertheless, Ih activation 385 
was faster in the AOB in the presence of cAMP. Among HCN subunits, HCN1 exhibit 386 
the fastest kinetics, but the weakest cAMP sensitivity (Accili, Proenza, Baruscotti, & 387 
DiFrancesco, 2002; Kaupp & Seifert, 2001), while HCN2 and 4 exhibit slower kinetics 388 
but are more cAMP-sensitive (Kaupp & Seifert, 2001; Wainger et al., 2001).  On the 389 
other hand, the HCN3 subunit exhibits slow kinetics but is not cAMP-sensitive (Mistrik et 390 
al., 2005).  Therefore, the kinetic parameters we determined suggest that MOB GCs 391 
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may express a combination HCN1, 2, and 4 subunits, while HCN3 subunits 392 
predominantly contribute to Ih in AOB GCs. In agreement with this possibility, all four 393 
HCN subunits are expressed in the OB, with HCN1 present in PGCs and GCs (Fried, 394 
Kaupp, & Müller, 2010; Holderith, Shigemoto, & Nusser, 2003), whereas HCN2-4 are 395 
more strongly expressed in inner layers of the MOB (Notomi & Shigemoto, 2004). In the 396 
AOB, HCN1, 2, and 4 are moderately expressed while HCN3 exhibits the strongest 397 
expression (Notomi & Shigemoto, 2004). Interestingly, despite exhibiting different 398 
kinetics and voltage sensitivity, our data with ZD7288 suggests that Ih in GCs of both 399 
regions is active at rest. In other neurons, Ih has been shown to contribute to baseline 400 
membrane excitability as well as dendritic integration (Benarroch, 2013; Fan et al., 401 
2005; Magee, 1999); we propose a similar function of Ih in GCs. In fact, as they lack 402 
axons, the integration of synaptic inputs and the output occurs solely in dendritic 403 
processes in GCs. Interestingly, GCs receive most afferent excitatory input in basal and 404 
proximal dendrites (Boyd, Sturgill, Poo, & Isaacson, 2012; Markopoulos, Rokni, Gire, & 405 
Murthy, 2012); therefore, the extent of regulation, by these inputs, of dendrodendritic 406 
synapses in distal regions of GC's apical dendrites, could also be modulated by the 407 
tonic influence of Ih. 408 
 Mature AOB and MOB GCs exhibited subthreshold resonance but there was a 409 
stark contrast in the membrane potential at which the resonance was strongest, as well 410 
as the peak frequency. In AOB GCs, subthreshold resonance was stronger at more 411 
depolarized potentials, and GCs were resonant in the delta range (1 - 4 Hz), whereas in 412 
MOB GCs resonance was strongest at more negative potentials and resonance 413 
frequencies were in the theta range (4 - 12 Hz). These differences in GCs could 414 
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underlie different circuit dynamics to accommodate their specific sensory inputs, which 415 
could be arriving at these specific frequency bands. In the MOB, inputs from the main 416 
olfactory epithelium are driven by breathing and arrive in the theta range (Manabe & 417 
Mori, 2013; Smear, Shusterman, O’Connor, Bozza, & Rinberg, 2011). Thus, in the theta 418 
range, subthreshold resonance for GCs may act as a band-pass filter for inputs at this 419 
frequency. In the AOB however, the Vomeronasal organ (VNO) is driven constriction 420 
and dilation of large blood vessels acting as a pump (Keverne, 1999), and therefore 421 
activity in the AOB may not be directly driven by breathing, but instead by the autonomic 422 
nervous system. Interestingly, previous studies have shown the presence of Ih in VNO 423 
sensory neurons, however at this time is unknown whether these cells exhibit 424 
subthreshold resonance (Cichy et al., 2015; Dibattista et al., 2008). The lower frequency 425 
in AOB GCs suggests that the information processing and timing of inputs can work on 426 
a different timescale compared to the MOB. For example, the delta range resonance we 427 
found in the AOB matches the lower frequency baseline activity of AOB MCs near ~4 428 
Hz (Luo, Fee, & Katz, 2003), as well as VNO activity near ~ 1 Hz (Meredith, 1994). We 429 
note that differences in resonant frequency could be due to the contribution of other 430 
currents to the subthreshold resonance, for example, Im (Hu et al., 2009; Hutcheon & 431 
Yarom, 2000); however, our data indicates that in the MOB, the subthreshold resonance 432 
arises from Ih and passive properties of GCs. Further studies should examine the 433 
possibilities of other contributing currents known to play a role in subthreshold 434 
resonance, such as Im, or INaP, and corroborated with a computational model.  435 
 In several brain regions, Ih underlies the expression of subthreshold resonance in 436 
principal neurons, as well as interneurons (Hu et al., 2009; Hutcheon & Yarom, 2000; 437 
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Ulrich, 2002, 2014; Vera et al., 2014; Zemankovics, Káli, Paulsen, Freund, & Hájos, 438 
2010). Our data indicates that inhibitory neurons in the MOB, the GC and PGCs, exhibit 439 
subthreshold resonance and that this property is dependent on the presence of Ih in 440 
both subtypes, however in the AOB, Ih-mediated subthresold resonance may be present 441 
only in GCs. In fact, we found that subthreshold resonance in GCs strongly correlated 442 
with the presence of Ih. This was particularly evident when we compared Ih expression 443 
and the presence of resonance during postnatal development. In two weeks old GCs Ih 444 
was smaller and the resonance strength was low, while they were significantly larger at 445 
6 weeks.  Although we did not perform a developmental analysis in MOB PGCs, we 446 
hypothesize they exhibit a similar developmental progression of Ih size and the 447 
expression of subthreshold resonance. However, this was not the case for principal 448 
neurons, the MCs. In agreement with a previous report we observed a developmental 449 
decrease in Ih (Yu et al., 2015), yet even when Ih was present, MCs did not exhibit Ih-450 
mediated subthreshold resonance. However, it has been suggested that MOB MCs 451 
exhibit gamma-frequency subthreshold resonance due to a persistent Na+ current 452 
(Brea, Kay, & Kopell, 2009), which was not addressed in our studies. Even in the AOB, 453 
Ih has been described in MCs, but blocking it had no effect on the intrinsic oscillations 454 
MCs (Gorin et al., 2016). In agreement with these findings we found no Ih-mediated 455 
subthreshold resonance in AOB MCs.  456 
 In summary, we provide evidence that the two predominant subtypes of inhibitory 457 
neurons in the MOB, the GCs and PGCs, exhibit subthreshold resonance mediated by 458 
Ih, but the primary output neurons, the MCs, do not. Various studies indicate that top-459 
down neuromodulatory projections and cortical feedback target principally PGCs and 460 
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GCs. Therefore, it is possible that subthreshold resonance and underlying Ih contribute 461 
to the integration of this top-down information. In addition, activation of cAMP 462 
dependent pathways by neuromodulators could lead to changes in Ih kinetics, affecting 463 
the resonant frequency and oscillations at the network level. Future in vivo studies will 464 
address how these properties of inhibitory neurons may contribute to OB circuit 465 
dynamics and odor processing.    466 
  467 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 680 
 681 
Figure 1: Properties of hyperpolarization-activated cation currents in GCs of the 682 
OB. A: Left, image of a GC recorded in the AOB, with Alexa 594 in the pipette. Mature 683 
GCs are characterized by the presence of branches in the apical dendrite (white 684 
arrows), and prominent dendritic spines (inset, arrow heads). The scale bar is 20 μm. 685 
Right, current clamp response of the GC shown on the left. A hyperpolarizing current 686 
step (–60 pA) produces a sag in the membrane potential (Vm, arrow), while a 687 
depolarizing current step (20 pA) elicits a train of action potentials. The resting Vm in this 688 
cell is –60 mV; scale bars are 20 mV and 1s.  B: Hyperpolarizing voltage steps from –60 689 
mV to –130 mV (10 mV steps) elicited a slowly developing hyperpolarization-activated 690 
inward current (scale bars is 500 ms and 50 pA).  C: Left, current-voltage (IV) 691 
relationship for Ih in an AOB GC. Raising the external K+ concentration from 2.5 (filled 692 
circles) to 25 mM (empty circles) increased the inward current at each potential.  Middle, 693 
IV relationship of an AOB GC in control (filled squares) and in the presence of the Ih 694 
blocker ZD7288 (30 μM, empty squares); at all potentials ZD7288 reduced Ih.  Right, 695 
summary plot showing the effect of high K+ and ZD7288 on the normalized mean Ih at –696 
130 mV.   In the MOB (blue) and AOB (orange), high K+ produced at least 3-fold 697 
increase in the current. Similarly, ZD7288 produced over a 60% decrease in Ih in both 698 
regions. 699 
 700 
Figure 2. Voltage Dependency of Ih and sensitivity to intracellular cAMP.  A: 701 
Voltage clamp responses in an MOB GC with added cAMP in the internal solution 702 
showing Ih elicited by 10 mV hyperpolarizing steps from –60 mV to –130 mV. At the end 703 
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of each step, a test pulse to –130 mV (Vtest) was elicited to measure the maximal current 704 
at each potential (traces shown in the bottom box inset). The current amplitudes 705 
measured at the peak were normalized to Imax and fitted to a Boltzmann function (see 706 
methods).  The time constant of activation (τ) was estimated by fitting the current 707 
elicited by stepping from –60 to –130 mV (red dotted line, 25.5 ms for this trace). B: 708 
Top, Boltzmann fits for Ih in GCs of the MOB (left) and AOB (right) in recordings 709 
conducted with internal solutions without (filled circles) or containing cAMP (0.5 mM, 710 
empty circles).  Bottom, summary plot comparing the cAMP sensitivity of Vhalf and τ in 711 
AOB (orange) and MOB GCs (blue). In the presence of cAMP, the Vhalf was shifted to 712 
more positive potentials in MOB CGs, while in the AOB τ was reduced (shaded oval). 713 
 714 
Figure 3. Ih contributes to the intrinsic properties of GCs.  Top trace, current clamp 715 
responses in an MOB GC. Bath perfusion of ZD7288 produces a hyperpolarization (red 716 
dotted line). Spontaneous postsynaptic potentials appear as upward spikes. Bottom left, 717 
summary of the effects of ZD7288 on Vm, application of ZD7288 reduces the membrane 718 
potential of GCs of the MOB and AOB. Right, pharmacological block of Ih significantly 719 
increases GCs input resistance measured from a holding potential of –60 mV with a 720 
negative current step.  721 
 722 
Figure 4. Contribution of Ih to subthreshold resonance in GCs.  A: Top, voltage 723 
responses (upper traces) to a ZAP current stimulus (lower traces) in MOB GCs in a 724 
resonant (left) and, a non-resonant (right) cell. Bottom, impedance profiles for the cells 725 
shown above. In the resonant cell (left), resonance strength (Q) is 1.20 and the peak 726 
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frequency (fres) 3.88 Hz, whereas for the non-resonant cell (right), fres = flow and the Q 727 
factor is 1. The scale bars are 5 s and 10 mV, with a 50 pA (left) and 5 pA (right) ZAP 728 
stimulus amplitude. The Vm for both cells is –80 mV.  B: ZAP stimulus applied to 729 
resonant GCs in the MOB (top) and AOB (bottom); the current amplitude was adjusted 730 
to elicit action potentials, which occurred around the cell’s resonant frequency. C:  Top, 731 
the impedance profile of an AOB GC that exhibits subthreshold resonance in control 732 
and, in the presence of ZD7288. In control conditions, Q is 1.21 and the fres is 1.3 Hz 733 
(black line). In the presence of ZD7288, the resistance of the GC increases, the 734 
resonance is abolished and, the impedance profile resembles that of a non-resonant 735 
cell (Q = 1).  Bottom left, summary plot showing the distribution of values for maximal Ih 736 
(measured at –130 mV) for MOB (blue, n= 19) and AOB (orange, n= 21) GCs; resonant 737 
cells have larger Ih. Bottom right, the Q factor significantly decreases after perfusion of 738 
ZD7288 in the AOB (n = 4) and MOB (n = 4). 739 
 740 
Figure 5. The subthreshold resonance in AOB and MOB GCs exhibits different 741 
voltage dependency.  A: Top, ZAP protocol applied to 4-week old mature GCs labeled 742 
with GFP, in the MOB (left) and AOB (right), along with their respective impedance 743 
profiles (bottom). For the MOB GC, Q is 1.17 and fres is 6.77 Hz, indicated by the vertical 744 
black dashed line; for the AOB GC, Q is 1.19 and fres is 2.89 Hz (dashed line). The scale 745 
bars are 10 mV and 5 s; the ZAP stimulus amplitude is 20 pA for the MOB and a 30 pA 746 
for the AOB.  Bottom, summary plots for voltage dependency of Q and peak frequencies 747 
in MOB (blue) and AOB (orange) GCs (n = 5 and 3, respectively).  B: Left, in MOB GCs, 748 
Q is strongest at more negative potentials, while in AOB GCs Q is larger at more 749 
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positive potentials. Right, at –90 mV the average peak frequency in MOB GCs is 750 
significantly higher than in the AOB (see results). 751 
 752 
Figure 6. Postnatal development and subthreshold resonance in MOB GCs.   A: 753 
Left; diagram of the time course used for labeling and recording from GCs at different 754 
stages of development. Mice were electroporated at P1 and recordings were conducted 755 
at different postnatal weeks. Right, sample current clamp traces from labeled GCs at 2 756 
and 6 weeks; recorded cells exhibit robust action potentials. At both ages, a 757 
hyperpolarizing current step elicits an Ih-mediated sag upon hyperpolarization (see 758 
inset). Scale bars at 500 ms and 20 mV. The colored inset compares the sag 759 
amplitudes of the cells shown at 2 (green) and 6 (red) weeks. Scale bar at 100 ms and 760 
2 mV. The bar graph summarizes the change in sag amplitude between 2 and 6 weeks 761 
post-labeling. B: Left, example plots of impedance profile at 2 and 6 weeks post-762 
electroporation obtained using a ZAP protocol, corresponding to the cells above in (A). 763 
At 2 weeks, Q is 1.02 while at 6 weeks Q is 1.14 and fres 5.18 Hz (dotted line). Right, bar 764 
graphs showing the increase in Q factors and peak frequencies between 2 and 6 765 
weeks.  766 
 767 
Figure 7. PGCs, but not MCs exhibit Ih-mediated subthreshold resonance in the 768 
MOB.  A: Left, current clamp responses of an MOB PGC; a hyperpolarizing current step 769 
(–10 pA) produces a sag in Vm (arrow), while a depolarizing current step (5 pA) elicits a 770 
burst of action potentials characteristic to PGCs. The resting Vm in this cell is –70 mV 771 
and the scale bars at 20 mV and 200 ms.  Middle, summary bar graph showing that 772 
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PGCs (n = 9) exhibit a more depolarized Vhalf than GCs (n = 11).  Right, impedance 773 
profile of a different PGC obtained using a ZAP protocol while holding at –70 mV. The 774 
subthreshold resonance is abolished in the presence of ZD7288 (control: black line, fres 775 
= 2.24 Hz, indicated by the vertical dashed line, and Q = 1.10; ZD7288, dashed line, fres 776 
= flow, and Q = 1). B: Left, a current clamp response of an MC at P11; a hyperpolarizing 777 
current step (–350 pA) produces a sag in Vm (arrow), while a depolarizing current step 778 
(350 pA) elicits a train of action potentials. The resting Vm in this cell is –60 mV and the 779 
scale bars are 20 mV and 1 s.  Middle, summary bar graph showing the decrease in sag 780 
potential in MCs between P11 and P35 (P11, n = 8; P35, n = 6).  Right, impedance 781 
profile of the MC shown on the left, obtained using a ZAP protocol while held at –90 mV, 782 
despite exhibiting Ih, the cell is non-resonant (fres = flow, and Q = 1).  783 
















